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NUNEATON & BEDWORTH LOCAL PLAN 

 

COUNCIL’S HOUSING TOPIC PAPER AND REVISED HOUSING SUPPLY FIGURES 

 

1.1 CPRE Warwickshire makes the following responses to the Nuneaton & Bedworth BC Housing 

Topic Paper NBBC/33. Reference is also made to the NBBC Cabinet Paper of 6 September 2017 

titled Interim Monitoring Report. This is NBBC/30.1. (Note that while that is a long Agenda Pack 

only pages 15-21 are relevant. The detailed tables supporting the Cabinet Paper are in NBBC/20.) 

 

1.2 The new information on housing supply has a material effect on the Plan and justifies its 

substantial Modification to delete Green Belt and other Greenfield housing allocations. 

 

 

General Position on Housing requirement and housing supply 

 

2.1 The Plan asserts an Objectively Assessed Need (OAN) of 10,040 dwellings over 20 years for N 

& B (excluding any ‘unmet need’ of Coventry). However, the population projection (ONS 2014-

based Sub-national population projections) shows a projected growth in population of 9,400 2011-

2031. The ONS projections are for an increase from 125,400 in 2011 to 134,800 in 2031, or 470 per 

year. 

 

2.2 The ONS population projection is for a growth of 9,400 in the whole population. The OAN of 

10,040 houses over 20 years (as stated at para 5.20 of the Plan), before any of Coventry’s ‘unmet 

need’ is added, is thus not credible.  

 

2.3 This is confirmed by the revised demographic calculation of OAN for the Borough by JG 

Consulting’s review (August 2016). That produces a figure of 348 dw/yr as the requirement for 

Nuneaton & Bedworth, based on the ONS 2014-based projections, or 6,960 dwellings over 20 

years. See JG Consulting Report Fig 11.1 and Matter 2 Questions, page 8, Issue 2.2 Q4.  

 

2.4 In Section 1 of the new Housing Topic Paper, there is no discussion or even reference to the 

demographically-based OAN of 348 dwellings/year despite this being set out in the JG Consulting 

Review. Thus the revised housing requirement has not been clarified. 

 

2.5 The housing requirement for the Borough as recalculated using the 2014-based ONS projections 

for the Borough area can now be compared with the revised calculation of housing supply. The 

Interim Monitoring Report to the Council’s Cabinet meeting of 6 September provides at its 

Appendix A a good picture of the up-to-date picture on completions, permissions and sites likely to 

be granted permission.  

 

2.6 Appendix A (found at pages 19 and 20 of NBBC/30.1) is reproduced at page 5 below. 
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2.7 From this table, the number of dwellings that have been completed, have planning permission, 

or are likely to be granted without needing any land to be allocated which is now Green Belt and 

without granting further permissions north of Nuneaton (Location HSG1) can be calculated. This 

can best be shown by reproducing the table in Appendix A with an additional column to list these 

numbers. 

 

 

     NBBC proposed numbers              Numbers excluding  

         Green Belt sites + rest of HSG1 

 

a) Strategic Allocations (1)      5520  

b) Non-Strategic Allocations (2)       940     940 

c) Site Completions (3)      1885     1885 

d) Sites with Planning Permission (4)    2994     2994 

e) Windfall Sites and Prior Approvals (5)     348    348 * 

 f) Remainder of HSG1 (6)      3024  

g) Sites minded to be approved (7)       480     480 

h) Private Sites within Town Centres (8)        32     32 

 

TOTAL                15,223     6679 

 

 

2.8 Category (e) is described in NBBC/30.1 Appendix A notes as 

 
Windfall allowance of 22 p.a: these are sites of 1 – 4 houses that have not been known about 

previously. The amount for the rest of the Plan period is 2017-2031 = 14 years i.e 14 x 22 .Plus an 

allowance for prior approvals from non-residential to residential uses for the 2 years 2017- 2018 and 

2018-2019 at 20 p.a. 

 

2.9 The Council has thus applied a number of 22 dw/yr for 14 years as windfall allowance. 

However it makes an allowance for the prior-approval conversions to residents (allowed under 

recent Regulations) only for two years, 2017-18 and 2018-19. There is no reason not to project that 

rate of conversions, 20 a year, for the remaining 12 years to 2031. This would add 240 dwellings to 

the 348 in the Windfall Sites and Prior Approvals category.  

 

2.10 Adding this extra figure for prior approvals up to 2031 gives a total housing supply of 6919 

over the 20-year period 2011-2031.  

 

2.11 This level of supply is achievable without removing any land from the Green Belt, without 

needing any development at Bedworth Woodlands (Council policy 2008-17 to return to the Green 

Belt), and without needing the ‘Remainder of HSG1’ allocation which does not have planning 

permission or has not reached a minded-to-approve status. 

 

2.12 The demographically-based OAN for the Borough area of 6,960 dwellings is thus almost 

matched by the current supply of 6,919. The difference is marginal and an increase in windfalls 

annually from 22 to 25 dwellings would meet it. 

 

Conclusion 

 

2.13 The new information on housing supply presented in September 2017, and the revised 

demographically-based Objectively Assessed Need for the Borough, taken together show that the 

Borough’s realistic housing requirement can be met without without removing any land from the 

Green Belt, without needing any development at Bedworth Woodlands (Council policy 2008-17 to 

return to the Green Belt), and without needing the ‘Remainder of HSG1’ allocation. 
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2.14 The Plan can be modified to delete these allocations in Green Belt or in the case of Bedworth 

Woodlands restoration to Green Belt: 

 

HSG2     Coton Lawn      1525 houses 

HSG3    Gypsy Lane Nuneaton     575 

HSG4    Bedworth Woodlands     689  

HSG5    Hospital Lane Bedworth    398 

HSG6    School Lane Bedworth      388 

HSG7    East of Bulkington    196 

HSG8    West of Bulkington     465 

HSG8     Golf Drive Nuneaton    621 

 

Total HSG2-HSG9 together    4887 

 

2.15 These very large allocations, on what is now Green Belt or under past Council policy was to be 

returned to the Green Belt, can be deleted. 

 

 

Coventry’s Unmet Housing Need 

 

3.1 The Housing Topic Paper (Section 1) does not seek to justify the claimed amount of Coventry’s 

Unmet Housing Need – or the acceptance of the figure of 4020 houses to be located in Nuneaton & 

Bedworth. 

 

3.2 Other responses explain why the Coventry Unmet Housing Need is not a valid figure. Attached 

is a detailed analysis which Mr Merle Gering has provided to CPRE, based on up-to-date 

information (which the Coventry Local Plan Inspector did not have and does not take into account 

in her report). 

 

3.3 The conclusion in the attached paper is that there is strong evidence that the Coventry 

population projections are highly erroneous, sufficient to warrant calling in the Coventry plan and 

carefully re-evaluating the evidence, especially in the light of the new ONS Exit Checks data, on 

student migration, published on 24 August 2017. 

 

3.4 The Nuneaton & Bedworth Plan should be amended to remove any provision for housing from 

Coventry and should provide for the housing requirement for the Borough by itself. 

 

 

‘Exceptional Circumstances’ to change Green Belt boundaries 

 

4.1 The Housing Topic Paper fails to apply national planning policy on Green Belt. Green Belt has 

to be regarded as a constraint on whether or not full assessed need should be met.  

 

4.2 The Topic Paper states at p40-41: 

 
Exceptional Circumstances  

 

3.5 National Planning Policy Guidance (PPG) paragraph 034 (ID-3-034-20141006) asks the question 

“In decision taking, can unmet need for housing outweigh Green Belt protection?” and goes on to 

state that unmet need is unlikely to outweigh harm to constitute “very special circumstances” that 

would otherwise justify development in the Green Belt.  

 

3.6 However the Planning Advisory Service (PAS) commented in their guidance note ‘Planning on 

the Doorstep: The Big Issues – Green Belt’ (February 2015), that the use of the wording “In decision 

taking” suggests that the guidance is distinguishing between application and decision-taking, in cases 

where development is not generally permitted, from the process of plan-making, where it is the role 
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of the local planning authority to make a decision on whether the Green Belt boundary needs to be 

amended to take account of additional development needs. 

 

4.3 This is a serious misreading of Planning Practice Guidance (to give it its correct name). The 

PPG has clear guidance on how to treat Green Belt, at its paragraphs 044 and 045 (ID-3-044-

20141006 and ID-3-045-20141006).  Paragraph 044 states: 

 

The Framework is clear that local planning authorities should, through their Local Plans, meet 

objectively assessed needs unless any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and 

demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the policies in the Framework taken as a 

whole, or specific policies in the Framework indicate development should be restricted. Such 

policies include those relating to ….. . land designated as Green Belt.... 

 

4.4 Paragraph 045 states  
 

Do local planning authorities have to meet in full housing needs identified in needs 

assessments? 

 

Local authorities should prepare a Strategic Housing Market Assessment to assess their full housing 

needs. 

 

However, assessing need is just the first stage in developing a Local Plan. Once need has been 

assessed, the local planning authority should prepare a Strategic Housing Land Availability 

Assessment to establish realistic assumptions about the availability, suitability and the likely 

economic viability of land to meet the identified need for housing over the plan period, and in so 

doing take account of any constraints such as Green Belt, which indicate that development should be 

restricted and which may restrain the ability of an authority to meet its need. 

 

4.5 It is not understood why the Housing Topic paper quotes the wrong paragraph of the PPG. The 

Borough Council in preparing the Local Plan has not had regard to the correct and directly-

applicable paragraphs 044 and 045, and the Housing Topic Paper fails to address them. 

 

 

CPRE Warwickshire Branch 

8 December 2017 

 

Reproduced on next page:  

 

Appendix A of Interim Monitoring Report, Agenda Item 6, Nuneaton & Bedworth Borough Council 

Cabinet Agenda 6 Sept 2017 

 

Separately Attached:  

 

Paper provided by Mr Merle Gering on the Coventry population projections. 
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Appendix A of Cabinet Agenda Item 6 – Interim Monitoring Report 

 

 

Appendix A  

 

Delivery of housing developments throughout the Plan period  

 

a) Strategic Allocations (1)      5520  

b) Non-Strategic Allocations (2)       940  

c) Site Completions (3)      1885  

d) Sites with Planning Permission (4)    2994  

e) Windfall Sites and Prior Approvals (5)     348 

f) Remainder of HSG1 (6)      3024  

g) Sites minded to be approved (7)       480  

h) Private Sites within Town Centres (8)        32  

 

TOTAL                15,223  

 

Notes  

 

1. HSG 1: several of the individual sites which make up this allocation already have detailed or 

outline permission and there have been completions on many of the sites. For clarity and to 

avoid double counting the whole of the allocation has been removed from this figure.i.e this 

figure is the total of HSG2 – HSG11 and EMP2  

 

2. These are the sites as listed within the Borough Plan Policy DS5  

 

3. As of the end of March 2017  

 

4. As of the end of March 2017 

 

5. Windfall allowance of 22 p.a these are sites of 1 – 4 houses that have not been known about 

previously. The amount for the rest of the Plan period is 2017-2031 = 14 years i.e 14 x 22 

.Plus an allowance for prior approvals from non-residential to residential uses for the 2 years 

2017- 2018 and 2018-2019 at 20 p.a. 

 

6. After taking out those sites within this allocation that already have permission there are 3 

parcels of land left. 2 have applications which have been submitted but not yet determined 

and the third has had advanced pre application discussion  

 

7. Sites which have been minded to be approved by the Planning Applications Committee but 

are awaiting the signing of a section 106 agreement which is actively being pursued 

 

8. A Council owned site (car park) where there is an agreement for it to be sold 


